Make a date with Watford Audi and the chance to win a weekend in the amazing Audi
TT
Article for Watford Herald
No trip to the Watford Motor show would be complete without a visit to Watford Audi to
see the fabulous new Audi models on display.
And with a free draw to win a weekend in the attention-grabbing Audi TT, and plenty of
test drives in the offing, your visit to Watford Audi could turn out to be even more
rewarding!
Well, it’s certainly has been a busy few months for Watford Audi.
May saw the introduction of the Audi Q5, a car that merges sports poise and elegance, with
innovative leisure and family versatility.
This was quickly followed by the launch of the sensational and head-turning, Audi TT
Clubsport Quattro, the A3 Cabrilolet, and the all-new A4 Avant.
And if the launch of these vehicles wasn’t enough, the world’s first genuine diesel-powered
sports car has just made its debut– the new 140mph Audi TT 2.0 TDI Quattro.
So all in all, an extremely busy time for both Watford Audi and Audi enthusiast alike!
It’s fair to say there’s a “model for everyone” at Watford Audi – although the Audi R10 TDI
might be otherwise engaged at the moment, having topped the leader board at the world’s
toughest race – the Le Mans 24 Hours – yet again!
However, the choice of model at Watford Audi simply comes down to what your driving
expectations are. The New Audi Q5, for example - the SUV for a new generation - is a
vehicle that merges sports poise and elegance, with innovative leisure and family
versatility. The Q5 is the longest in its class, and provides a roomy interior that can flexibly
accommodate five adults in complete comfort, with bags of storage space, superb interior
and a large range of optional design packages.
On the saloon front, the recently-launched new Audi A4 Avant is claimed as being “the car
of the future”. Aside from the expected superb quality finish and exceptional engineering
Audi is famed for, the Euro NCAP consortium – the European crash test experts – have
awarded the A4 Avant five stars, the highest rating possible. This means that for adult
protection in frontal and side crashes as well as child and pedestrian protection, this midsized model one of the safest cars in its class
For those who enjoy the thrill of the drive, deliveries of the world’s first genuine dieselpowered sports car are now well advanced. Available in Coupé and Roadster body styles –
the new 140mph Audi TT 2.0 TDI Quattro – with its 50 mpg-plus fuel economy, a 23 percent
reduction in CO2 output and EU5 compliance, is a superb car offering truly impressive allround performance. It must be mentioned that with ground-breaking design and distinctive
interiors, there is definitely something rather stylish about an Audi soft top.

And for sheer style, the first ever Audi A3 Cabriolet merits a mention. With superb handling
abilities, a spacious interior and sophisticated technology, this new car has quickly
established itself as the class-leader.
However, there’s no need to just take our word for it!
Please come down to Audi at the great Watford Motor Show to witness the Audi
experience for yourselves.
And don’t forget to enter the free prize draw.

